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About This Game

This work contains many disturbing, grotesque images and images of non-human
creatures. Please be aware of this if you decide to buy this game.

Creature Romances - Kokonoe kokoro -

BUG REPORT!

Take on the role of Ichitarou Ichinose, an average, easy-going high schooler with an average life. He doesn’t know what his
dreams for the future are. He doesn’t have any exceptional talents.

But can he win the heart of his childhood friend, Kokonoe Kokoro? She isn't like the other girls.

She's a grasshopper. A big one.

Enjoy this sweet and charming romance story, with a life-or-death decision at the end.

Will they live happily ever after or die without achieving even a fragment of their dreams?

Remember: true beauty isn't found on the outside... exoskeletons are.
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For a short visual novel about dating a grasshopper, this was surprising well written.
Once the absurdity wears away, there is a simple yet relatable and somewhat sincere story of love. It is nothing profound and
will not leave you thinking about it after you're finished, but it is satisfactory for what it is.
The protagonist isn't perfect, he makes mistakes and that hurts the people around him, this was a little refreshing and makes the
story feel that bit more realistic.
The voice acting and music is sufficient and although the character designs are great, the artwork is mediocre.
The 2 alternate endings felt weak but I guess that isn't important.
On the whole, Kokonoe Kokoro is definitely worth the cheap price tag if you are into this type of thing.. There is no gore, no
route, no sexual content, the writing is crap, crappy cg, the voice acting is poor even in English acting standard.

Do not buy this game, I can imagine most of the reviews are fake. Even if you buy this game for the creepiness or troll, there's
none here, it is just a horrible VN. It is not even so bad its good, it is just forgettable, waste of an interesting concept.. Based on
the price, my expectations weren't especially high, which turned out to be a good thing.
When compared to Love At First Sight, another visual novel where the love interest is a monster, it comes off rather badly.
Other than the visuals, almost no reference is made to the fact the other characters are all monsters and I'm in two minds
whether or not I like that. The parody element still works, but it lacks depth.
Overall though, it was an enjoyable afternoon read - although I'm having some trouble getting the card drops. I finished reading
the story in around an hour, with one card drop out of four.. Voice acting is pretty well done for some characters, but the plot is
laughable. Honestly just played to laugh at the game and oh boy is it a basic one. If you get this game for free, I basically got this
game for free, might as well play it. Spend your money elsewhere.. This is not a good game. It has great voice acting, and I like
the art style (although it isn't for everyone). But the negatives outweigh the positives. Like a lot of other users, I couldn't get it to
display in full screen. Almost all of the characters have full voice overs, but there are only five characters including the
protagonist, and both voice actors are playing two characters each, a fact that really stands out with the little sister character.
There are so few CGs that they didn't bother with a proper gallery; the in-game interface is really bare-bones. Worst of all,
though, is the story.

The story for Kokonoe Kokoro could have been lifted from any other visual novel and nothing would change. All of the
characters are monsters, but the only time that actually matters is in the endings; until that point you could replace the characters
with anything and it would be the same, cookie-cutter, mass-produced Girl Next Door plot. Your bland protagonist is an
unlikable pervert who spends the whole first chapter gawking at his childhood friend. I can only assume this started recently,
because if I was her I would have ditched him years ago. He's terrible! And when he's not having inner monologues about the
shape of her breasts or how he wants to spank her butt (really), he's dismissive of everything she says. Why couldn't Shounen
Best Friend be the protagonist? Let me play as him!

I was looking forward to this because it looked weird. It turned out to be more of the same.. Oh yea baby ;)
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Shin Kamen Rider: Otome Edition. Why are we still here? Just to suffer?. very very good game. I got Creature Romances:
Kokonoe Kokoro in a Humble Bundle. Yes, it's a dating VN about a grasshopper girl. Unfortunately, it delivers on none of the
things which could make a VN great. Major shortcomings in every area. There are a few meme-worthy moments, and that's
about it.

I don't regret giving it a try or spending $0.33 on it, but there isn't much here to recommend.. Pass me the eye bleach. A comical
parody of the VN genre, but not something I'd ever have spent money on without it being in a Humble Bundle.. It was...strange,
but it did make me reflect on the monstergirl phenomen. Also, the teacher is ♥♥♥♥ing horrifying, I partly expected the story
to take not so okie dokie turn.. If you've ever wanted a cute grasshopper GF you're in for a treat :s
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